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ABOUT   

FOUNDERS LEGAL® (Bekiares Eliezer LLP) is a 
boutique law firm based in Atlanta, Georgia USA, that 
focuses exclusively on complex matters in the areas of 
Mergers & Acquisitions, Transactional, Securities, Data 
Privacy, and Intellectual Property law. 

Founders Legal® employs the services of highly skilled and 
experienced attorneys who are specialized in their unique 
areas of practice. 

As a law firm, Founders Legal® is dedicated to creating, 
utilizing, and continually iterating upon the latest software, 
technology, and processes to maximize efficiency and 
provide uncompromising value to its clients.

BUSINESS & CORPORATE 
LAW

DATA PRIVACY
LAW

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
LAW

WE SPECIALIZE IN

At Founders Legal®, it is our job to remove or minimize the legal obstacles that keep you from reaching your goals. 
Our professionals have helped clients grow and improve their operations with precise and practical advice for many years.
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ABOUT   

Businesses of all sizes need smart 
and effective solutions to protect 
what, in many cases, is their most 
valuable asset — their intellectual 
property.  

We have experience servicing a 
variety of clients including start-ups, 
small and medium businesses, 
fast-growing companies, global 
corporations, and engineering and 
design firms.
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Our team at Founders Legal® is 
well-attuned to the ever-changing 
landscape of data privacy laws, 
including GDPR and CCPA.

We work with organizations at all 
stages of the lifecycle from publicly 
traded to high-growth start-ups to 
those in the formation and product 
development phases, helping them 
mitigate data privacy-related risks.

Your ventures need a structure that 
meets your goals. Work with our 
specialized corporate group to 
properly structure your transactions 
and close your deals.

Our professionals have helped 
clients of varying sizes — from 
high-growth new enterprises to 
multinational corporations, improve 
their legal processes and close deals 
smoothly and efficiently.

SOME OF OUR SERVICES:
● PATENTS & TRADEMARKS

● IP LICENSING 

● SOFTWARE LICENSING

● TRADE SECRETS

SOME OF OUR SERVICES:
● CORPORATE COUNSEL

● SECURITIES & CAPITALIZATION

● MERGERS & ACQUISITIONS

● CONTRACT NEGOTIATIONS

SOME OF OUR SERVICES:
● DATA PROCESSING AGREEMENTS

● CONTRACT REVIEW

● M&A DUE DILIGENCE

● COMPLIANCE GUIDANCE 
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Our privacy team is led by a designated Certified Information Privacy 
Professional, United States (CIPP/US) and Certified Information Privacy 
Professional, Europe (CIPP/E) by the International Association of Privacy 
Professionals (IAPP), ensuring that our clients have up-to-date and 
practical compliance counsel in connection with a range of state, 
federal, and international regulatory regimes.

We work with organizations at all stages of the lifecycle from publicly 
traded to high-growth start-ups to those in the formation and product 
development phases.

DATA PROCESSING 
AGREEMENTS & POLICIES

THE TENETS OF OUR DATA PRIVACY PRACTICE
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CONTRACT REVIEW
&  NEGOTIATION

M&A DUE DILIGENCE
& NEGOTIATION

Our team at Founder’s Legal® is well-attuned to the ever-changing landscape of 
data privacy laws, including GDPR and CCPA.

EXPANSION LEGAL 
ADVICE & COMPLIANCE
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DATA PRIVACY
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Data protection and cybersecurity, once solely the turf of specific industries, now touch all avenues 
of business. Virtually every agreement entered into will contain some form of data privacy 
obligation, which may or may not be in your company’s best interest. 

Whatever your endeavor, failure to skillfully grasp and navigate the domain of data privacy law 
could undermine the short and long-term success of your pursuit.

● Draft Standard Data Processing Agreements and Policies
● Contract Review and Negotiations
● M&A Due Diligence and Negotiation of Appropriate Representations and Warranties
● Advising on Expansion into New States and Countries and Related Compliance Issues
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ANDREI   
PARTNER   |   (404) 537-3668    |   ATsygankov@FoundersLegal.com

ABOUT  ANDREI:

Andrei Tsygankov is an Atlanta-based attorney and entrepreneur. Andrei’s primary 
specialization is Mergers & Acquisitions, Corporate Law, and Intellectual Property 
Law, including; IP Licensing, Software Licensing, and Trademark Prosecution. 
Andrei enjoys navigating complex, multi-faceted transactions to build stable, 
understandable, and effective deal structures for clients.

In addition to being one of the founding Partners of Founders Legal, Andrei has 
over 10 years’ experience serving as a C-level executive for companies in the legal, 
enterprise software, and international distribution and logistics industries.

Given his business background, Andrei promotes a practical approach to the 
practice of law, focusing first and foremost on providing clear answers, efficient 
legal solutions, and ultimately, great value to clients.

SPECIALIZED AREAS:

● Mergers & Acquisitions
● Software Licensing
● Intellectual Property Licensing
● Corporate Counsel
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STAN   
ASSOCIATE   |   (404) 537-3665    |   SSater@FoundersLegal.com

ABOUT  STAN:

Stan is a corporate and technology attorney at Founders Legal®. Stan advises 
clients on corporate transactions, data privacy, contract drafting, regulatory 
analysis, intellectual property licensing, terms of service, and outside general 
counsel assistance.

Prior to law school, Stan was a revenue management analyst for Getaroom.com, a 
hotel booking platform. While in law school, Stan worked in areas that included 
cryptocurrency and blockchain technology, cannabis (Parallel, formerly Surterra 
Wellness), and copyright research (Internet Archive and the Durationator).

Stan received his J.D. with honors from Tulane University Law School. Stan served 
as the Senior Managing Editor of the Tulane Journal of Technology and 
Intellectual Property. He was also a research assistant to Professor Kirstin Johnson, 
a leading legal scholar on financial technology.

SPECIALIZED AREAS:

● Data Privacy & Regulatory Analysis
● Securities & Capital Raising
● General Corporate Counsel


